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Abstract

The application of the NMR-MObile Universal Surface Explorer (NMR-MOUSE) to study food systems is evaluated using oil-

in-water emulsions, and the results are compared to those obtained using a conventional low-field NMR (LF-NMR) instrument.

The NMR-MOUSE is a small and portable LF-NMR system with a one-sided magnet layout that is used to replace the conven-

tional magnet and probe on a LF-NMR instrument. The high magnetic field gradients associated with the one-sided MOUSE

magnet result in NMR signal decays being dominated by molecular diffusion effects, which makes it possible to discriminate between

the NMR signals from oil and water. Different data acquisition parameters as well as different approaches to the analysis of the

NMR data from a range of oil-in-water emulsions are evaluated, and it is demonstrated how the concentration of oil and water can

be determined from the NMR-MOUSE signals. From these model systems it is concluded that the NMR-MOUSE has good

potential for the quantitative analysis of intact food products.

� 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Low-field 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (LF-NMR)

is a technique that is widely used throughout the food
industry, where its major application is the determina-

tion of the solid/liquid ratio of fat blends [1–5]. It is a

versatile technique that is also used throughout the in-

dustry to provide information on the state and dynamics

of the various components present in food such as total

amount of water [6,7], total amount of fat [8,9], distri-

bution of the water [10,11], diffusion rates of water and

other small molecules [12–14], as well as what can gen-
erally be described as �food quality parameters� (e.g.,
quality of meat [15–18], staling of bread [19,20] and

sensory properties of cooked potatoes [21]). One of the
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more recent developments has been low-field nuclear

magnetic resonance imaging (LF-MRI), which has po-

tential as a tool for studying a variety of problems in the

food science area [22–26]. There have also been im-
provements in the design of the permanent magnet, al-

lowing water and fat in meat to be discriminated in

terms of their chemical shift differences [27]. Despite the

potential for rapid, non-destructive at-line/on-line pro-

cess control [28–30], LF-NMR still suffers from a

number of drawbacks. These are nearly all related to the

designs of the probe and permanent magnet normally

associated with this type of instrumentation. The in-
struments require a homogeneous magnetic field which

in turn depends on a stable ambient temperature for the

magnet, absence of vibrations and shielding from dis-

turbing extraneous magnetic fields. In addition, the in-

struments cannot really be considered portable due to

the size and weight (50–100 kg) of the permanent mag-

nets. Moreover, to optimise sensitivity, they tend to be

small-bore instruments, typically ranging in sample tube
diameter from 10 to 30mm, although instruments with
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larger probe diameter have been developed [31]. For this
reason it is necessary in many cases to sub-sample the

food to allow analysis, and therefore it cannot in the

strictest sense be claimed to be a non-destructive tech-

nique. The NMR-MObile Universal Surface Explorer

(NMR-MOUSE) is a small LF-NMR device that has

the potential to overcome many of these limitations.

The concept of the NMR-MOUSE was first proposed

in 1996 by Eidmann et al. [32] and is further described
by Bl€uumich et al. [33] and Balibanu et al. [34]. The

NMR-MOUSE is a small and portable LF-NMR sys-

tem with a one-sided magnet layout that replaces the

conventional magnet and probe on a LF-NMR instru-

ment (see Fig. 1 for a schematic of the NMR-MOUSE).

The one-sided design of this small magnet allows unre-

stricted access of large intact samples, giving few re-

strictions to sample geometry. However, a major
difference associated with this system compared to

conventional LF-NMR is the greatly reduced magnetic

field homogeneity. Since the magnetic field strength

rapidly decreases as a function of the distance from the

surface of the NMR-MOUSE, measurements are only

possible close to the surface of the sample. The relatively

strong magnetic field gradient (in the order of 10T/m at

the surface of the NMR-MOUSE) reduces the NMR
sensitive sample volume into a thin section through the

sample, rather than the total volume of sample as is

normally measured by bench-top LF-NMR systems.

The design of the MOUSE therefore gives a significant

reduction in the signal to noise ratio when compared to

bench-top LF-NMR. Furthermore, the presence of a

strong magnetic field gradient can have an overriding

effect on many conventional NMR experiments. This is
primarily due to artefacts being introduced as a result of

molecular diffusion within the high magnetic field gra-
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the NMR-MObile Universal Surface

Explorer (NMR-MOUSE).
dients, and these are most pronounced for small mole-
cules that can diffuse more rapidly. Most reported

experiments performed so far using the NMR-MOUSE

have focussed on polymer materials such as rubber

[35,36], measuring properties such as weathering [37]

and cross-link density [38], but a study of the influence

of anisotropy on the NMR signal in tendon [39] has also

been performed. In a more general paper by Guthausen

et al. [40] the application of the NMR-MOUSE to soft-
matter is discussed. The aim of the present study is to

evaluate the potential of the NMR-MOUSE when

applied to food systems. The performance of the NMR-

MOUSE is compared with a standard bench-top

LF-NMR system in an application in which the oil/

water concentrations in a set of model emulsions are

determined.
2. Results and discussion

A schematic drawing of the MOUSE is shown in

Fig. 1 and includes an approximation of the contour

lines of the magnetic flux. The figure illustrates the high

magnetic field gradient that is non-uniformly distributed

away from the surface of the magnet. Hence, optimisa-
tion of the NMR parameters for use with this system

had to be initially established.

2.1. Optimisation of the MOUSE RF frequency

The magnetic field (B0) decreases non-linearly away

from the surface of the magnet, resulting in a very high

non-uniform magnetic field gradient. At a given excita-
tion frequency, x0, the resulting NMR signal is received

from only a thin non-uniform saddle-shaped section [34]

within the sample close to the surface of the magnet,

which fulfils the Larmor equation x0 ¼ c � B0. By de-

creasing the resonance frequency (x0), the distance from

the RF coil to the on-resonance region can be increased.

However, the sensitivity of the RF coil is significantly

reduced as a function of distance perpendicularly away
from its surface. Maximum signal intensity is obtained

when the thin saddle-shaped resonance condition is

positioned close to the surface of the RF coil.

Fig. 2 show the amplitude of a series of signal ac-

quisitions at different resonance frequencies performed

using the rubber sample. The signal intensity has a

maximum at a resonance frequency in the region of

20.8–21.3MHz and, accordingly, a frequency of
21.0MHz was used throughout the remainder of this

study. It is interesting to note that the NMR-MOUSE

produced an appreciable signal even when the resonance

frequency was higher than 21.3MHz, which is a result of

the non-planar geometry of the thin resonance section.

In the case of a planar resonance section an abrupt at-

tenuation of the signal would be expected at higher



Fig. 2. NMR signal intensity measured using the NMR-MOUSE for a

rubber sample as a function of the NMR spectrometer frequency.
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frequencies, when the resonance condition is fulfilled

below the surface of the magnet.

The shape of the sensitive volume of the NMR-

MOUSE is dependent upon the shape of the RF coil and

the resonance frequency used. For simplicity we usually

approximate it by a small disc shaped volume. Since we

are only measuring in a small volume close to the sur-
face of the sample, the size of the sample is essentially

irrelevant if the sample is homogeneous. If however it is

a composite sample, only being able to measure close to

the surface of the sample becomes more of a problem

and reliable measurements depend on proper sub-sam-

pling or, e.g., averaging over repeated measurements on

different parts of the sample. In all situations it is only

the region of the sample close to the surface that con-
tributes to the acquired signal.

In an attempt to build a 1D-imaging MOUSE a

‘‘sweep-MOUSE’’ has been constructed [M.C.A. Brown

et al., Surface Normal Imaging with a Single Sided NMR

Device, in prep.] that allows measurement from 0 tomore

than 6mm depth at a constant RF frequency by varying

the magnetic field strength. The depth penetration can be

further increased by decreasing the RF frequency how-
ever at the cost of signal intensity as stated in Fig. 2.

The single-sided design and small size of the NMR-

MOUSE allows virtually any sample geometry to be

investigated with the exception of samples with a highly

convex surface shape.

2.2. Optimisation of CPMG pulse parameters

The application of a RF pulse generates a second

magnetic field, B1, which perturbs the magnetisation,

M0, away from the static magnetic field B0. In a con-

ventional NMR spectrometer the appropriate combi-
nation of pulse length and transmitter power rotates the
magnetisation through any given angle (e.g., 90 �). The
length of the pulse is inversely related to the excitation

bandwidth, which in the case of the NMR-MOUSE can

be related to the thickness of the thin resonance slice

through the sample. The RF transmitter coil on the

NMR-MOUSE also generates a non-uniform B1 field

across the region of interest within the sample, which

combined with the high magnetic field gradient results in
a spatially varying magnetisation flip angle. It is difficult

to predict what the optimum combination of pulse

power and pulse length for maximum signal sensitivity

should be, since simple NMR theory does not apply to

the MOUSE design. The CPMG pulse sequence is

normally used for spin–spin relaxation time measure-

ments using a 90 � pulse for the initial excitation fol-

lowed by a sequence of 180 � pulses to generate the spin
echoes. In the case of the NMR-MOUSE it is not pos-

sible to set up pulses with these precise flip angles.

Moreover, it is not clear if the actual flip angle for the

echo train pulses in this type of CPMG experiment on

the NMR-MOUSE need to be double that of the initial

excitation pulse for maximum signal intensity.

The optimum parameters for use with the NMR-

MOUSE were determined by systematically varying the
pulse width (a), pulse power and combination of the

pulse widths used in the CPMG-like pulse sequence, i.e.,

spin echo refocusing pulses that are either the same (i.e.,

pulse sequence is a–ðs–a–sÞn) or twice as long (i.e., pulse

sequence is a–ðs–2 � a–sÞn) as the initial excitation pulse.

This was carried out for an oil sample, a water sample,

and a 48% oil-in-water emulsion sample.

Albeit the resulting two-dimensional response surface
plots proved to be sample dependent, comparison of all

the signal intensities showed that an optimum signal was

obtained using the a–ðs–a–sÞn pulse sequence with an a
pulse width of 2 ls and a transmitter power of 300W.

This result is in agreement with previous experimental

results acquired at the University of Kent at Canterbury

[M.J.D. Mallett, unpublished data].

2.3. Effect of the high magnetic field gradient on the NMR

signal

The high magnetic field gradient associated with the

NMR-MOUSE magnet has a particularly strong influ-

ence on the relaxation properties of water and any other

fast diffusing molecules present in the sample. Carr and

Purcell [41] have shown that the amplitude (Mt) of a spin
echo in a p=2–s–p pulse sequence is related to the spin–

spin relaxation time (T2) and the rate of molecular dif-

fusion (D) in a magnetic field gradient as follows:

Mtðecho at 2 � sÞ / exp

�
� 2 � s

T2
� 2 � c2 � G2 � D � s3

3

�
;

ð1Þ



Fig. 3. NMR decay signal for pure sunflower oil and water measured

using the standard CPMG pulse sequence on the bench-top LF-NMR

instrument (a), together with the corresponding signal when a mag-

netic field gradient is applied during the signal acquisition (b).

 

Fig. 4. NMR decay signals for pure sunflower oil and water measured

using the CPMG-like pulse sequence on the NMR-MOUSE.
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where c is the gyromagnetic ratio and G is the magnetic
field gradient.

They also demonstrated how it is possible to dra-

matically reduce the effect of molecular diffusion on the

NMR signal acquired in the magnetic field gradient by

generating a series of spin echoes with small values of s.
This experiment is commonly referred to as the Carr–

Purcell pulse sequence, where the amplitude of the nth

echo at time t is expressed by

Mtðecho at tÞ / exp

�
� t
T2

� c2 � G2 � D � s2 � t
3

�
: ð2Þ

For most conventional NMR magnets, the field in-

homogeneity is sufficiently small that small s values

make the second term in Eq. (2) become negligible, even

for rapidly diffusing species such as water (D �
10�9 m2/s). In these cases the T2 relaxation rate can be

readily determined directly from the observed decay.

However, in the case of the NMR-MOUSE the mag-

netic field gradient is so large that the second term in Eq.
(2) rarely can be neglected. In fact for samples with high

water content, diffusion becomes the dominant factor in

the observed decay rate of the signal. This is the main

reason why rubber (where there is minimal molecular

diffusion and quite rapid T1 and T2 relaxation) is a

suitable reference sample for setting up experimental

parameters.

The effect of applying a strong magnetic field gradient
on the acquisition of CPMG decays of both water and oil

was initially investigated using the bench-top LF-NMR

instrument. The relaxation decay following a standard

CPMG pulse is shown in Fig. 3a. The figure shows that

the relaxation time of pure water is considerably longer

than that of pure oil, which means the relaxation be-

haviour of both components are very different. When a

magnetic field gradient is applied during the data ac-
quisition, the apparent relaxation time (T �

2 ) of the water

decreases dramatically, whereas the oil signal is only

marginally affected (see Fig. 3b). The diffusion effect is

now so dominant that the apparent relaxation time of

water at the applied gradient strength is reduced from

being much longer to being slightly shorter than that of

oil. In fact, the decay rates of the two NMR signals have

become so similar that it would be difficult, if not im-
possible, to deconvolute them in a mixed sample.

The corresponding relaxation decay curves for oil

and water using the CPMG-like pulse sequence on the

NMR-MOUSE are shown in Fig. 4. From the figure it is

clear that the higher magnetic field gradients on the

NMR-MOUSE have strongly modified the relaxation

behaviour of both components, even though the rate of

diffusion of the oil is known to be relatively slow
(D � 10�12 m2/s). The apparent relaxation time of water

(T �
2 ¼ 4ms) is now much shorter than that of oil

(T �
2 ¼ 94ms), which makes it possible to distinguish the

NMR signal of water from oil.



Fig. 5. NMR decay signals for the oil-in-water emulsions measured

using (a) the CPMG pulse sequence on the bench-top LF-NMR in-

strument showing how the decay rate increases with increasing oil

content and (b) the CPMG-like pulse sequence with the NMR-MOUSE

showing how the decay rate decreases with increasing oil content.
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2.4. Comparison of the performance of NMR-MOUSE

with conventional LF-NMR

Conventional LF-NMR is an efficient technique to

quantitatively measure the oil and water contents of food

emulsions [42–45]. For this reason we chose to compare

the performance of the NMR-MOUSE to that of bench-

top LF-NMR for this application. CPMG relaxation

decays resulting from measuring the oil-in-water emul-
sions containing 10 and 67% oil recorded on the bench-

topLF-NMR instrument are shown inFig. 5a. The higher

water containing emulsion can be seen to decay more

slowly than the higher oil containing emulsion. The cor-

responding decay curves measured using the CPMG-like

pulse sequence on theNMR-MOUSE is shown in Fig. 5b.

Comparison of Figs. 5a and b reveals two main features:

(1) The signal/noise (S/N) ratio is approximately 10
times lower for the NMR-MOUSE than for the

bench-top LF-NMR.

(2) The trend in relaxation behaviour with increasing oil

content measured using the NMR-MOUSE is the

reverse of that obtained using bench-top LF-

NMR, which is in good agreement with the observa-

tions made in Figs. 3 and 4.

The large reduction in the S/N ratio is primarily due
to the signal only being acquired from a thin slice

through the sample, whereas it originates from a larger

sample volume when bench-top LF-NMR is used. The

reversing of the trend in the decay rates with decreasing

oil contents is also expected as a result of the strong

magnetic field gradient which greatly decreases the ap-

parent relaxation time of the water due to its rapid

diffusion rate.
The relative amplitude of the oil component as well as

time constants resulting from the bi-exponential fitting

of the decay curves from the two complete data sets

acquired are shown in Table 1. This table reveals two

important points. Firstly, the NMR signals obtained

using both the NMR-MOUSE and bench-top LF-NMR

can be readily resolved into two exponential compo-

nents over the entire range of emulsions studied. Sec-
ondly, it demonstrates that both of these instrumental
Table 1

Comparison of the actual oil content of the emulsions with the calculated va

NMR-MOUSE and the bench-top LF-NMR instrument

Actual oil content (%) MOUSE

% Oil

calculated

Water T �
2 (ms) Oil T

10 19 7 7

19 27 9 9

29 34 9 9

38 44 10 10

48 52 12 11

58 57 15 11

67 62 20 12
provide quantitative information through the relatively

good agreement between the NMR-calculated and the

actual concentration values. However, this agreement
lues based on bi-exponential fitting of the data sets acquired using the

LF-NMR

�
2 (ms) % Oil

calculated

Oil T2 (ms) Water T2 (ms)

2 9 97 823

7 18 103 1060

7 27 106 1233

9 37 110 1477

3 47 112 1452

5 56 110 1332

2 65 105 1014
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appears to become less precise for the emulsions with
lower oil content when the NMR-MOUSE is used. It is

also interesting to note that the relaxation times of the

oil component in the emulsions is roughly the same on

both the LF-NMR and the NMR-MOUSE, whereas the

previous section showed that the relaxation behaviour

of pure oil was modified by the high field gradients on

the NMR-MOUSE. This is because the oil phase in the

emulsions consists of small droplets within the contin-
uous water phase, causing restricted diffusion of the oil.

This therefore reduces the effects of the large field gra-

dient on the NMR-MOUSE.

2.4.1. Comparison of mathematical routines used to

analyse the NMR data

It is now well established that multivariate data

analyses can be applied to bench-top LF-NMR data to
help improve the prediction performance of regression

models [18,46–48], and this is especially true when the

noise level of the data is high. Two different regression

approaches to generate prediction models of the oil

content were evaluated:

(1) Linear Regression (LR) analysis on the amplitude

values of the oil component obtained from the

non-linear multivariate least squares fit of the data
to a bi-exponential function (i.e., on the amplitude

values listed in Table 1).

(2) Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) analysis

on the entire relaxation decay curves.

The quality of the calculated prediction models using

these methods on both the bench-top LF-NMR and the

NMR-MOUSE data sets is reflected in the r and

RMSECV values listed in Table 2. In both cases the
actual oil contents, ranging from 10 to 67%, were used

as reference. From Table 2 it can be seen that similar LR

correlations (r) on exponential fit amplitudes are ob-

tained for the two different data sets, but when the

prediction error (RMSECV) is examined, it becomes

evident that the model based on data from the bench-

top LF-NMR instrument is significantly better than the

model based on NMR-MOUSE data.
No meaningful PLSR model could be established for

the normal bench-top LF-NMR data. This is due to

large variation in the T2 values of the water component,

which were not found to vary systematically with con-
Table 2

Calculated prediction models using linear regression (LR) on the

amplitude of the oil component listed in Table 1 as well as the partial

least squares regression (PLSR) on the entire relaxation data sets

MOUSE LF-NMR

r RMSECV r RMSECV

LR 0.99 2.62 1.00 0.55

PLSR 0.99 1.81 — —

The PLSR model is based on one component only. r is the corre-

lation and RMSECV is the root mean square error of cross validation.
centration (see Table 1) preventing a simple bi-linear
model. For the NMR-MOUSE on the other hand, this

variation observed in T2-values are now largely negated

since the relaxation behaviour is dominated by the ef-

fects of diffusion. This means quantitative PLSR mod-

elling is possible. When comparing the PLSR model

with the LR model, it can be seen that although the two

different models show a similar correlation (r) value, the
prediction error (RMSECV) of the PLSR model is sig-
nificantly lower which highlights the advantages of this

chemometrics approach.

For all quantitative models a significant improvement

in correlation and prediction error was observed when the

relaxation decays were 1-normalised. In Fig. 6 the calcu-

lated oil contents are plotted for the NMR-MOUSE data

using (a) values estimated by LR and (b) values estimated

by the PLSR model. The centre line represents the target
Fig. 6. Measured versus actual oil content plot for the two models

calculated on the normalised NMR-MOUSE data set: (a) linear re-

gression model based on the amplitude of the oil component of the bi-

exponential fit (b) the PLSR model.



Table 3

LF-NMR acquisition parameters specific to the different samples

Oil Water Emulsion
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line and the two lines on either side are the �RMSECV
lines. The prediction error (RMSECV) of the LR model

can be seen to be larger than with the PLRS model.
90–180 � pulse spacing (s) 250ls 1000ls 500ls
Recycle delay 2 s 20 s 15 s
3. Conclusion

This study has demonstrated how a CPMG-like pulse

sequence can be used on the NMR-MOUSE to obtain
quantitative measurements on model food systems. The

high magnetic field gradients associated with the one-si-

ded NMR-MOUSE magnet result in these NMR signals

being dominated by molecular diffusion effects, which

make it possible to discriminate between theNMRsignals

from oil and water. Two different regression approaches

to the analysis of the NMR data have been evaluated.

When linear regressions are performed on the oil con-
centration extracted frombi-exponentially fitted data, the

result from a traditional bench-top LF-NMR instrument

displays significantly better performance than the NMR-

MOUSE. When the PLSR technique is applied on the

NMR-MOUSEdata, this study has shown it is possible to

obtain an improved quantitative performance. This in-

dicates how it is possible to improve the quantitative de-

termination of the oil content in oil-in-water emulsions
using this chemometrics approach.

To our knowledge, this is the first reported applica-

tion of the NMR-MOUSE to quantitatively study the

oil and water content in an emulsion and it highlights

the potential of the NMR-MOUSE technology to study

intact food products near their surfaces. The obtained

results are clearly encouraging for continued work with

the NMR-MOUSE within the area of food analysis.
4. Experimental

4.1. Preparation of oil-in-water emulsions

Deionised water and a standard commercially avail-

able sunflower oil were used throughout this study.
Triodan 55 (1%) was used as an emulsifying agent.

Xanthan (1%) was added to the aqueous phase to help

stabilise the emulsion and retard creaming of the oil

droplets to the surface. A 67% oil-in-water emulsion was

prepared using a Silverson L4R lab-scale homogeniser

(Silverson Machines, Chesham, Bucks, UK). From this

emulsion a series of emulsions was then prepared in the

range 10–67% oil by diluting the ‘‘stock’’ emulsion with
increasing amounts of the xanthan solution to obtain

the specified concentrations.

4.2. Conventional LF-NMR measurements

Measurements were carried out using a MARAN

bench-top NMR spectrometer (Resonance Instruments,
Witney, UK) operating at a frequency of 11.2MHz. The

instrument is equipped with an 18mm variable tem-

perature field gradient probe-head, interfaced to a

Crown 5000 power amplifier as the magnetic field gra-

dient driver unit. Spin–spin relaxation decay curves were

recorded by sampling the top of each echo within the

Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence

[41,49]. A total of 8192 echoes were used, and the ac-
quired signal was an average of 32 scans for each sam-

ple. The 90�-pulse length was 3.6 ls. Only even echoes

were used in the subsequent data analysis. Other ex-

perimental conditions used for each type of samples are

listed in Table 3. Varying the value of s was found to

have no significant effect on the measured spin–spin

relaxation times (T2).
Spin–spin relaxation decays were also recorded in the

presence of a continuous magnetic field gradient. This

was achieved by switching on the magnetic field gradient

before the start of the CPMG pulse sequence and

maintaining a constant gradient throughout the data

acquisition. The following parameters were used for all

samples: a total of 1024 echoes were generated with a s
spacing of 500 ls and a recycle delay of 20 s. The applied

magnetic field gradient strength was 0.77 T/m, and the
acquired signal was recorded as an average of 16 scans.

Again only the top of each even numbered echo gener-

ated within the CPMG part of the pulse sequence was

used in the subsequent data analysis. All measurements

performed on the MARAN bench-top spectrometer

were performed at 25 �C.

4.3. NMR-MOUSE measurements

The NMR-MOUSE was supplied by the University

of Kent at Canterbury, UK, and designed to have a

magnetic field strength of approximately 0.5 T (i.e., 1H

resonance frequency of approximately 21MHz) at the

surface of the radio frequency (RF) coil. It was inter-

faced directly to the MARAN NMR spectrometer

electronics (to replace the conventional magnet and
probe head).

Standard commercial rubber (pencil eraser) was used

as a simple test material for optimising the experimental

parameters used with the NMR-MOUSE. The optimum

operating resonance frequency was evaluated by sys-

tematically tuning the surface coil to different frequen-

cies in the region of 21MHz and then acquiring the

NMR signal from the rubber (at each of these
frequencies).
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Two different CPMG-like pulse sequences were
evaluated: one similar to a standard CPMG where the

flip angle of the echo pulses was twice that of the initial

excitation pulse, and the other where the flip angle of the

echo pulses was the same as that of the initial excitation

pulse. The relationship between transmitter RF power

and pulse length was evaluated in a series of experiments

using water, oil and a 48% oil-in-water emulsion. In this

experiment the transmitter power was systematically
increased from 15 to 300W in 15W steps, and the pulse

length was increased in steps of 0.1 ls in the range from

1.5 to 3.0 ls for oil and water samples and in the range

from 1.5 to 3.5 ls for the emulsion samples. For the

optimisation of these parameters the first eight echoes

were acquired, each containing 64 points, and the data

were recorded as an average of 32 scans. For all the

subsequent measurements the acquired signal was re-
corded as an average of 64 scans including 1024 echoes,

and rather than digitising just a single point at the top of

each echo, 16 points were sampled around the centre of

the echo with a dwell time of 0.5 ls. For all measure-

ments using the NMR-MOUSE a s spacing of 100 ls
was used and recycle delays were the same as those re-

ported in Table 3 for the bench-top LF-NMR system.

The signal intensity for each echo was calculated as the
average of the 5 points centred at the echo peak maxi-

mum, and all echoes except the first (i.e., both odd and

even echoes) were included in the data analyses. The first

echo is excluded because an increase in signal intensity is

always observed from the first echo to the second. The

initial RF excitation pulse does not produce a saturated

nuclear spin system. This is because there are a range of

flip angles experienced by the spins in the excitation
volume. The first echo therefore is not the response of a

completely saturated spin system but of only a part of it.

Subsequent RF excitation pulses cause additional spin

system saturation until an optimum condition has been

created. The echo decay train is then representative of

the signal decay from an optimum initial condition [50].

All measurements with the NMR-MOUSE were

performed at the ambient temperature of approximately
21 �C.
5. Data analysis

All data were collected in MATLAB (MathWorks,

Natic, MA, US) and phase correction was performed

using Principal Phase Correction (PPC) [51]. Subsequent
to PPC and prior to data analysis all data were 1-nor-

malised, i.e., normalised such that the intensity of the first

data point used for all decays is equal to 1. The performed

1-normalisation does not influence the decay rates

obtained from the exponential fit, only their absolute

amplitudes. This procedure mimics division by sample

mass and has proven to work very well in practise.
5.1. Exponential fitting

In order to obtain the transverse relaxation times and

amplitudes for oil and water in the emulsion samples, bi-

exponential fitting of the data was performed. Due to

the large magnetic field gradient, the relaxation time

constant for the NMR-MOUSE data is expressed as T �
2 .

Data were fitted according to

Mt ¼
X
i

M0;i � exp
�t
T �
2;i

 !
þ E; ð3Þ

where M0;i is the amplitude of the ith exponential com-

ponent, T �
2;i is the characteristic relaxation time constant

for the ith exponential component, and E is the residual

error of the fit. The curve fitting of the relaxation data

was carried out using a Simplex algorithm for the non-

linear characteristic relaxation time constants, T �
2;i,

combined with a least squares fit of the linear amplitude

parameters, M0:i, inside the function evaluation call [46].

5.2. Univariate regression (or linear regression)

Linear regression was performed according the fol-

lowing equation

y ¼ b0 þ b1xþ e; ð4Þ
where y is the reference measurement or known value, x
is the measured variable, b0 and b1 are the regression

coefficients and e the residual error. In this case y cor-

responds to the known oil contents and x corresponds to
the amplitude of the oil component resulting from the

discrete bi-exponential fits.

5.3. Multivariate regression (or partial least squares

regression)

Partial least squares regression (PLSR) is a multi-
variate regression method which allows for more vari-

ables than objects and is able to deal with the high

degree of co-linearity of, for example, relaxation decay

curves. PLSR performs a balanced and simultaneous

decomposition of the X matrix containing the ‘‘spectra’’

of all objects and the y vector of reference measurements

in such a way that the information in the y vector is

directly used as a guide for the decomposition of X , and
then performs a regression on y. The reader is referred to

the literature for a thorough description of the algo-

rithm [52,53]. In this study multivariate regression was

applied to the entire relaxation decay curves.

Regressions to oil content were performed using The

Unscrambler 7.6 (Camo, Trondheim, Norway) and re-

sults reported include the correlation coefficient (r) for
the regression line and the root mean square error of
cross validation (RMSECV), which is the error between

the actual concentration and the calculated concentra-

tion. All models were cross-validated and only validated

results are reported.
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